Steve
FULPS

C l a s s o f 197 0
One part lifelong Broken Arrowan,
two parts business owner, three
parts baseball coach, four parts bass
fisherman…too many parts? Not if
you know Steve Fulps, and if you’ve
been around long enough, you
know ‘em. Well beyond retirement
age, Steve just keeps on going…his
friends and classmates say this is
because he lives for competition –
among his hobbies are tournament
bass fishing, bird hunting, raising
cattle, and giving back to the school
system and community that mean
so much to him, in an effort to
make them the very best.
A BA graduate in 1970, for at least
40 years Steve Fulps has served the
community well. He co-founded
Abatement Systems, Inc in 1986
an environmental remediation
company that not only provides
environmental safety to BA Public
Schools but also around Oklahoma
and neighboring states. He also
manages his family’s 70 year old
business, Arrow Exterminators,
founded by his late father, Bud
Fulps, which is located on Main
Street. Under his watch, Arrow was
named 2020 Business of the Year
by the Broken Arrow Chamber of
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Commerce. Both businesses have
experienced many successful decades
due to Steve’s business expertise and
determination for excellence.
Examples of Steve’s commitment
to BA range from service as a
Broken Arrow Youth Baseball board
member, longtime youth baseball
coach, and BA High School Baseball
Booster Club president, BA FFA
booster and lifetime member and
he took the lead in building the
Broken Arrow FFA Alumni Barn
on 101st Street and County Line
Road. It was also Fulps who donated
labor and materials to construct the
BA baseball stadium outfield fence,
dugouts and backstop and initiated
construction of the indoor baseball
and softball practice facility.
Professionally, he served as President,
and remains a life director of the
Tulsa Home Builders Association.
Fulps and his wife Cindy have
three children – Steven, Farrah
(his favorite daughter) and Tyler.
All three graduated from Broken
Arrow High School. The Fulps
also have 6 grandchildren, Evan,
Shelby, Makenzie, Easton, Grayson,
and Grady.
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